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We want to make this entire process as effortless as possible for you so you can enjoy more and 

stress less. That’s the hope, right!? It would be our honor to be a part of your wedding day.



CEREMONY & RECEPTION

Includes:
Development and execution of all audio logistics for your custom 

built wedding ceremony

Hosting, MCing, and DJing your reception with high energy and 
professionalism. This includes handling all announcements as well as 
coordinating with your other vendors for on point timeline execution. 
We keep the event flowing. 

All necessary audio equipment

Professional consultation in timeline development as desired and/or 
needed. 

Any remixes that you wish to have made for your special dances at 
your reception

A personal and expert guide through the music selection process 
who will collaborate with you to curate your vision for all the vibes. 
Our DJs are hands on but not pushy. We’re invested. 

Does not Include: 
   “DJ Lights” or Photo Booth Accessories

Packages Starting at $1895

Please review our Enhancemnent options to 
customize our service to fit your exact needs! 



RECEPTION ONLY

Please review our Enhancenent options to 
customize our service to fit your exact needs! 

Packages Starting at $1295

Includes:
Hosting, MCing, and DJing your reception with high energy and 
professionalism. This includes handling all announcements as well 
as coordinating with your other vendors for on point timeline 
execution. We keep the event flowing. 

All necessary audio equipment

At least ONE face-to-face meeting with your Judah Press 
Entertainment DJ

 Professional consultation regarding the flow of events of the day

Any remixes that you wish to have made for your special dances at 
your reception

A personal and expert guide through the music selection process 
who will collaborate with you to curate your vision for all the vibes. 
Our DJs are hands on but not pushy. We’re invested. 

Does not Include:
“DJ Lights” or Photo Booth Accessories



Enhancements
CLASSIC DANCE FLOOR LIGHTING CUSTOM UPLIGHTING

COCKTAIL CURATION HOUR

VIP PHOTO BOOTH

ASK US!  

CLASSIC PHOTO BOOTH

REHEARSAL CEREMONY & DINNER DJ

VIP LIGHTING PACKAGE

Fun but not over-the-top-senior-prom-looking 
lighting package. Cover the dance floor with 
fun lights that sync up with the music when 

the party gets going! 

Indicates our most popular enhancement packages. 

If a particular venue needs a bit of sprucing 
up in the lighting arena, we can provide 

wireless LED uplighting. If the venue is already 
beautiful, we want you to know it’s okay to 
save money here - weddings are expensive!

Looking to dial in the atmosphere of your 
custom cocktail hour and don’t have a 

musician, string quartet, or the like picked out? 
We are more than happy to discreetly set-up 
more speakers (if needed), host, and manage 
the moment for your friends and family while 

you are finishing up your wedding photos. 

Fun but not over-the-top-senior-prom-
looking lighting for the dance floor 

plus 10 LED wireless uplights. This is 
where ambiance meets A-list dance mix! 

Complete and total coverage for your 
reception aesthetic. 

Unlimited digital photos for the length 
of the reception. Your guests will receive 
access to their photos by text or email. 

This includes props, backdrops, and 
obviously the photo booth. 

Unlimited digital photos for the length of the 
reception. Your guests will receive access to 
their photos by text or email. This includes 
props, backdrops, 200 print out strips, and 

obviously the photo booth. 

Looking for something that you don’t see 
here? No worries. Just ask! Dance floors, 
blacklights, custom Snapchat filters...the 

world if your oyster! How can we help?   

DJ will seamlessly cue all the moments for 
your rehearsal ceremony and lead the way at 

the dinner to follow. This includes a PA system, 
playlist, wireless microphone, projector and 

projector screen combo. 

$295 $35/can or $150/set of 5 cans

$295$495

$595 $795

**Subject to DJ availability

$695, excluding lodging costs


